
Cardiff Council’s Preparedness 
for “No-Deal” Brexit



Background & Purpose

• The Prime Minister has stated that UK is Leaving the EU on 31 October “Do or Die”

• No Deal ‘remains a possible outcome… for which public services in Wales need to be prepared.’  
Auditor General for Wales, 27 September

• The Council must be satisfied that:

- Major issues have been identified through reasonable endeavours

- Appropriate mitigation is in place

- There is clarity of roles and responsibilities, particularly in event of Emergency Management 
Scenario and to ensure business continuity

- Risks facing other public services, businesses and communities are considered and responded to



UK Framework for Response:

• Operation Yellowhammer / COBRA: UK Treasury code name for cross-
government “no-deal” contingency

• UK Government (Cabinet Office / Civil Service Departments)

• Welsh Government (Emergency Coordination Centre Wales / Welsh 
Government Departments)

• Local Resilience Forum (LRF)

• Cardiff Council 



Cardiff Council Framework for Response
• Council Response:

- Corporate and Directorate Risk Register – Brexit identified as Corporate Risk
- Business Continuity Plans reviewed in response to Brexit
- Assurance Statement Provided by each Directorate and Reviewed by Emergency 

Management Team (prior to March and Oct deadlines)
- SMT considers Brexit risks on a fortnightly basis
- Senior officers identified in each directorate to lead on Brexit response planning

• City Response: 
- Cardiff Public Service Board – Chaired by Leader 
- PSB Brexit Response Group established – Chaired by CEX

• Welsh Government Engagement: 
• Partnership Council – Leader 
• WG / LG Liaison – CEX representation
• All Wales assessment conducted via the WLGA  



Is the Council Ready?

• The Council has well-established Business Continuity 
Arrangements and Emergency Management structures

• “To the extent that preparation for a ’No deal’ Brexit is possible, 
WLGA is confident that Local Authorities have taken sensible, 
proportionate steps and are as prepared as they can be. The 
coming weeks will determine if their contingency plans and 
measures have to be put into practice or whether this has been 
an expensive and time-consuming diversion from the ongoing 
delivery of vital council services  to local residents”


